
First Grade 

February News                                                                                                                

 

 

Literature- We will enjoy more fairy tales this month.   We will continue to discuss 

the story elements, story problems and solutions, and identify the beginning, middle, and end 

of the stories.  Our fairy tales will include, Jack and the Beanstalk, the Frog Prince, and Puss 

in Boots.   Our poetry will include Hope by Langston Hughes. 

 

History- The first graders have spent the first part of the school year learning about world 

history.  Our focus for the remaining school year will be American history.  We begin by 

learning about colonization.  We will talk about Sir Walter Raleigh and the Lost Colony, the 

settling of Jamestown, Plymouth, and the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 

 

Science- We will focus on planet Earth this month. We will learn about its 

layers, the formations and characteristics of metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary rocks, 

and some important minerals in the earth.  We will also learn about volcanoes, geysers, 

fossils, and dinosaurs. 

 

Grammar- We will continue to classify sentences and work with sentence fragments.  We 

will also be learning how to write two-point expository paragraphs. Wow, first graders 

writing paragraphs!  We have an outline that we follow that really helps us get started.   

 

Spelling- Spelling patterns emphasized this month are: /ll/ sound at the end of a short word 

is usually spelled with two letter l’s; and the /vv/ sound at the end of words is usually spelled 

with the letters ve.   

  

Reading: Both reading groups continue to progress one lesson a day.  Please check your 

child’s homework each night to make sure all parts are completed.    In Mrs. DeGoey’s class, 

the reading passage on the tests will increase to 66 words to be read within 1 minute.   A 

good way to practice is to count out 66 words on a page and see if your child can read it 

within 1 minute.  It is very important to have your child read to you each night to help 

increase their pace and build fluency.  Mrs. Osorio’s class is concentrating on reading with 

expression. 
 

 



Math: New skills/concepts in Saxon 1 are: adding 2 digit numbers, identifying and 

making congruent shapes, telling time to the half hour, adding 10 to a given number, 

and doubles plus one addition facts.  New skills/concepts in Saxon 2 are: 

identifying place values of 3 digit numbers, showing 3 digit numbers using base ten 

blocks, telling time to 5 minute intervals, writing numbers in expanded form; 

subtraction facts: -3, -4, and -5. Please continue to practice 100 addition facts in 

five minutes. The children will continue to be tested on them throughout the 

year. 
 

Valentine’s Day- We will be exchanging valentines on the 14th.  If your 

child would like to exchange valentines, please be sure to include a card for each 

student in the classroom.  A class list is attached.  We will be making valentine 

bags at school and the children will pass out valentines on Thursday, the 14th.  

Please do not send the valentines to school until Thursday, the 14th. Children may 

include one non-food, small, inexpensive prize per Valentine card such as a pencil, 

small sticker, etc. Per district guidelines they will not be allowed to include candy 

or food treats.  

 

Spanish ¡Hola!  During the month of February, first graders will be starting a unit on body 
parts in Spanish class. As part of this unit, students will need a 3" x 5" or 4" x 6" photo of their 
whole body. Please send the photo to school by Thursday, Feb. 7. Please use the following link 
to see the word list and some ideas for practicing at home: http://bit.ly/2FExcKC 

 
 

 

Special Classroom Dates to Remember 

 February 5 – Winter Choir Concert (Gr. 1-3) 6:00pm 

 February 8 – Trip to the Barlow Planetarium 12:30-2:20 

February 14 - Valentine exchange  

February 18 - No school 

          

Mrs. DeGoey 

     Mrs. Osorio 
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